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Welcome to the (almost) complete publication listings of
the Sinister Horror Company.
The Sinister Horror Company started in April 2015 as a
way to create a brand and some visibility for our horror
fiction output.
The first releases by myself, Bradshaw and Chant had
come out earlier in 2014 so these were rebranded with
the newly developed logo and the company was born.
It was with The Black Room Manuscripts Volume One
and Kit Power’s Godbomb! that we realised the brand
could grow wider. And with a passion and taste for
interesting horror fiction we forged our own path.
As the years have continued I have been proud of the
reputation that Sinister has earned. It has been great to
see our readership swell, but I have been aware that
whilst great focus is given on new releases, many other
fantastic titles that have been published earlier may be
overlooked.
Therefore this catalogue has been created, and will be
updated, in order to keep a record of all releases. This
can work for the casual browser to flick through as well
as for the completist that can check the entries off
against their collection. Some of these titles have
become pretty rare now.
I haven’t included some of the small chapbooks that I

have produced, as they weren’t all official Sinister
products and the stories are collected in other books
anyway. If there is a request I might consider adding
these in, but the volume is already at quite a size.
To aid the reader of this catalogue I have included a
number of indexes, and going against convention, I have
included them at the front. This is so people can easily
search for and find particular titles, as the order in the
catalogue is presented chronologically, which may not
always be the most helpful order.
I will continue to update this catalogue and upload new
versions, adding the date of revision to the front page.
Thank you for taking the time to show interest in Sinister
Horror Company and I hope you get a kick out of looking
over the covers, blurbs and review quotes of our
impressive range.
From quiet, gothic to toe-curling extreme; from
outrageous comedy to bleak cosmic horror, we cover a
huge spectrum of the genre. The common things that
unites them all are quality and originality.
So please, get comfortable in your ringside seat there is
a show of nightmares ahead of you.
Happy browsing.
- J. R. Park

Reviewers and Bloggers
If you are reviewer or blogger and are interested in
receiving an ebook of any of our available titles in
exchange for an honest review, then please contact me
with your details, a link to your website/blog and details
of the titles you wish to review.
Some titles are no longer in publication, or we no longer
hold the rights for. I have tried to make this clear in the
catalogue, but can confirm via email if this is the case.

Our contact details are:
SinisterHC@gmail.com
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Burning House

Author: Daniel Marc Chant
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 7th June 2014

They're trained to fight fires. Now they have to fight for their
lives.
In a run-down part of Newstead Haven, an apartment building
is burning. The fire is unlike anything anyone has ever seen.
With one poor soul still trapped inside, a group of fire fighters
suit up and head into the flames on a rescue mission. But they
are not alone in the inferno. An ancient evil has awoken.

As the walls burn around them, the crew soon find themselves
trapped and prey to a shape-shifting force with a taste for
slaughter. With oxygen running low and the body count rising,
the team's only hope for survival is to trust each other. But
who can you trust when the enemy could be anyone?
A deft homage to classic slashers, with nods to the horror of
H.P. Lovecraft, Burning House is a frenetic, brilliantly-paced
rat-run and a true test of the listener's nerve. Take a deep
breath and step inside.
“A very accomplished first novel from Chant. Entertaining and
thrilling from the first page to the last.” – Thomas Joyce
“If like me you just love horror…if you can’t think of anything
better than sitting down at the end of an evening and
throwing on a cheesy 80s B-Movie with plenty of guts and
grime…then you’re going to get a kick out of this novella. Trust
me; it’s got it all in there.” – DLS Reviews
Sales links:
Paperback out of print
Audiobook via ACX
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Terror Byte

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 24th September 2014

Street tough Detective Norton is a broken man.
Still grieving the murder of his girlfriend he is called to
investigate the daylight slaughter of an entire office amid
rumours of a mysterious and lethal computer program.
As the conspiracy unfolds the technological killer has a new
target.
Fighting for survival Norton must also battle his inner demons,
the wrath of MI5 and a beautiful but deadly mercenary only
known as Orchid.
Unseen, undetectable and unstoppable.
In the age of technology the most deadly weapon is a few lines
of code.
“Park comes out of the gate firing on all cylinders.” – UK Horror
Scene
“The novel reads like a no-holds-barred thriller that’s been
penned by a cross between Guy N Smith and Shaun Hutson.” –
DLS Reviews
“Park brings another dimension to horror and death.” – Horror
Palace
Sales links:
Terror Byte
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Punch

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: Laura Coats
First Published: 15th November 2014

It’s carnival night in the seaside town of Stanswick Sands and
tonight blood will stain the beach red.
Punch and Judy man, Martin Powell, returns after ten years
with a dark secret. As his past is revealed Martin must face
the anger of the hostile townsfolk, pushing him to the very
edge of sanity.
Humiliated and stripped of everything he holds dear, Martin
embarks on a campaign of murderous revenge, seeking to
settle scores both old and new.
The police force of this once sleepy town can’t react quick
enough as they watch the body count grow at the hands of a
costumed killer.
Can they do enough to halt the malicious mayhem of the
twisted Punch?
“Park has delivered a novel that fits perfectly on the shelf
alongside all of these glorious paperbacks from the 70s, 80s
and early 90s… Pulp horror is alive and well and once again
causing all sorts of mayhem.” – DLS Reviews
“Sharp writing, solid characterization and with one of the most
memorable endings in recent memory, Punch is a class act all
the way. ” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
“Graphical nightmares effectively place the reader in an
uneasy position.” - Horror Palace
Sales links:
Punch
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Class Three

Author: Duncan P. Bradshaw
Cover: Mike McGee
First Published: 24th November 2014

Hungover, dumped and late for work.
On an ordinary day, one of these would be a bad morning, but
today Jim Taylor also has to contend with the zombie
apocalypse.
Follow Jim during twenty-four hours of Day One, as he and his
zombie obsessed brother deal with the undead, a doomsday
cult and maniacs in their quest to get to their parents, win his
girlfriend back and for them to instigate 'The Plan'.
Worlds will collide and fall apart in a Class Three outbreak.
‘Philip frowned and looked back. "I don't mean to burst your
bubble el duderino, but an army base in the apocalypse is
about as safe as a teenage girl at a Top of the Pops recording
in the seventies.“’

"A perfect blend of humour and horror." - Scream Magazine
"Plenty of guts, a shed load of violence, and doused from head
to toe in comedy. Absolutely superb stuff." - DLS Reviews

Sales links:
Title no longer published by Sinister Horror Company.
Available from EyeCue Productions
Class Three
Also by the author:
Cannibal Nuns from Outer Space!
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Maldicion

Author: Daniel Marc Chant
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 31st December 2014

Dexter LeGrasse thought he was lucky to be alive.
He was wrong.
The only survivor of a plane crash over the Atlantic, he finds
himself washed up on an uninhabited island. Dazed,
dehydrated and desperate to escape, he will have to use all his
wits just to stay alive in a strange and unforgiving
environment. But when he discovers an ancient ruin, he
unwittingly unleashes an unstoppable evil and his nightmare
truly begins.

Primal, merciless and fuelled by a burning hatred, the creature
has a hunger that must be appeased. It hunts Dexter wherever
he goes, driving him to the edge of his own sanity, and with
time running out and no place left to hide it’s escape…
…or die.
A heart-pounding chase across lethal terrain, Maldición splices
the rush of a survival thriller with the twisted creations of HP
Lovecraft to create a man versus monster tale unlike any other.
“The author has spoken openly for his fondness of Lovecraft
and Carpenter's 'The Thing' and the influences are clear to see
in this story, from the appearance of the monster to the hints
at elder cults and subterranean evil.” – Thomas Joyce
Sales links:
Paperback out of print
Maldicion
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Upon Waking

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: Vincent Hunt & Tom Dando
First Published: 12th June 2015

What woke you from your sleep?
Was it the light coming through the curtains? The traffic from
the street outside?
Or was it the scratching through the walls? The cries of
tormented anguish from behind locked doors? The desperate
clawing at the woodwork from a soul hell bent on escape?
Welcome to a place where the lucky ones die quickly.
Upon waking, the nightmare truly begins.
“An absolute masterclass in gut-wrenchingly violent horror." DLS Reviews
“The part of his mind that this story came from must be one of
the darkest places in the universe. His writing, however, is just
wonderful." - Scream Magazine
“Upon Waking fascinated me in a way that I haven’t been since
first discovering Clive Barker." – DS & JM Reviews
“J. R. Park has written one of the most painfully twisted books
I have ever had the pleasure of reading. I loved it!” – 2 Book
Lovers

“Upon Waking is a novel that will challenge you as a reader.” –
Ginger Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
Upon Waking
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

The Offering (1st ed.)

Author: Duncan P. Bradshaw, J. R.
Park & Daniel Marc Chant
Cover: Daniel Marc Chant
First Published: 9th July 2015

The Sinister Horror Company places three exclusive tales of
horror on the sacrificial alter for your pleasure.
A different kind of post apocalypse is explored by Duncan P
Bradshaw with his usual blend of brutality and dark comedy.
Daniel Marc Chant sits us round a campfire to spin a yarn that
will leave chills, whilst JR Park dips his toe into Bradshaw’s
world of Class Four to deliver his take on the zombie survivor
tale.
Originally presented as an ebook and sent to everyone signing
up to their newsletter: this is their offering.
The Offering contained an introduction by author Duncan
Ralston then the following stories:

I Spy by Duncan P. Bradshaw
The Beast of Bowline Moor by Daniel Marc Chant
Connors by J. R. Park
Four copies of the book were made as paperbacks and given to
the contributors.

The ebook is now withdrawn.
Sales links:
Paperback out of print
Ebook withdrawn
Also by the authors:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Class Four: Those Who Survive

Author: Duncan P. Bradshaw
Cover: Adrian Stone
First Published: 13th July 2015

The dead rule the world.
In the months after a deadly virus has swept across the planet,
an eight year old boy and his appointed protector live from day
to day. After a chance encounter they head for sanctuary. To
get there, they will have to run the gauntlet of the inhabitants
of this new world.
Ruled over by The Gaffer, a group of survivors holed up in a
derelict factory struggle to maintain order and stability. Inside,
those affected the most share their stories, hoping to come to
terms with what has happened and what they've lost.
However, a clandestine operative in their midst lays the
groundwork for an assault, the likes of which none of them
have ever seen or could hope to prepare for.
These are the stories of those who survive.
"Action-packed, funny, and extremely brutal." -Adam Millard,
author of Vinyl Destination
"Class Four: Those Who Survive, is a total blast of a novel from
beginning to end and, like its predecessor, is one of the better
interpretations of the zombie apocalypse." -Ginger Nuts of
Horror
Sales links:
Title no longer published by Sinister Horror Company.
Available from EyeCue Productions
Class Four: Those Who Survive
Also by the author:
Cannibal Nuns from Outer Space!
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Book of Ishtar

Author: Duncan P. Bradshaw
Cover: Duncan P. Bradshaw
First Published: 13th July 2015

A limited edition, hardback book containing:
The two novels, Class Three and Class Four: Those Who
Survive.
Christmas short story: Christmas (Class) T(h)ree
Notes from the author.

(On Class Three:)"Plenty of guts, a shed load of violence, and
doused from head to toe in comedy. Absolutely superb stuff." DLS Reviews
"Class Four: Those Who Survive, is a total blast of a novel from
beginning to end and, like its predecessor, is one of the better
interpretations of the zombie apocalypse." -Ginger Nuts of
Horror

Sales links:
Limited Edition. No longer in print.

Also by the author:
Cannibal Nuns from Outer Space!
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Tales of the Macabre & Strange

Author: Daniel Marc Chant
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 13th July 2015

From Daniel Marc Chant, author of Burning House, Maldicion
and Mr Robespierre, coms three sinister tales of despair and
dread.
This convention exclusive compiles the short stories
‘Dreadmill’, ‘Continuity and Permanence’ and ‘Be Nimble’.
“Definitely an author to watch for in the future.” Rich Hawkins,
author of The Last Plague

Limited edition chapbook created for Horror Con UK 2015
which was the first convention we ever attended as traders.

Sales links:
Paperback out of print

Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

The Black Room Manuscripts Volume
One

Author: Various
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 13th July 2015

Some words are born in shadows. Some tales told only in
whispers.

Under the paper-thin veneer of our sanity is a world where
terrors lurk in the dark. A world that exists, hidden just beyond
in plain sight, waiting to consume you should you dare stray
from the street-lit paths that sedate our fears.
For centuries The Black Room has stored stories of these
encounters, suppressing the knowledge of the rarely seen;
protecting the civilised world from its own dark realities. This
anthology contains twenty masterful tales of the macabre
from the twisted minds of a new breed of horror author.
The Black Room holds many secrets. Dare you enter?

The Black Room Manuscripts includes tales of horror by Danny
King, Adam Millard, Paul Townsend, Madeleine Swann, A S
Chambers, Daniel Marc Chant, Duncan Ralston, Jeffery X
Martin, Duncan P Bradshaw, J R Park, Thomas S Flowers,
Vincent Hunt, Kayleigh Marie Edwards, Craig Anderson-Jones,
Martin Jones, D K Ryan, Ian Caldwell, David James, Leo
Stableford and Kit Power.
“The Black Room Manuscripts Volume 1 is a rather tasty
introduction to the current state of horror writing.” – Ginger
Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
The Black Manuscripts Volume One
Also by the author:
n/a

Mr Robespierre

Author: Daniel Marc Chant
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 23rd September 2015

When Dominic and Sandy Wight leave their council home for
the picturesque Lovels St Maur, they can’t wait to move in to
Bridgewater Rise. Dilapidated but charming, the new house is
everything they have worked for. There’s even a stray cat
waiting outside to welcome them.
Adored by the couple’s daughter, Christina, he rapidly becomes
a part of the family. But Mr Robespierre is anything but a
welcome visitor, and with his arrival a darkness falls over
Bridgewater Rise. Thunderstorms rage, objects move on their
own and mysterious noises can be heard throughout the
house. For behind Mr Robespierre’s eyes lays an unquenchable
evil. A powerful and hungry malcontent that threatens to take
everything that the Wight’s hold dear to them and will let
nothing and no one stand in its way.
Soon the family will have to do everything they can to escape,
but how can you fight nine lives… with three?
Combining the tension of Poltergeist with the domestic horror
of M.R. James, Mr Robespierre is a chilling tale of demonic
infiltration and one families fight against the supernatural that
will make you think twice about opening your door to that
quiet, mysterious stray that is standing on your doorstep…
“A homage to 80’s horror. An extremely well written, very
creepy story that will not only scare you but will make you sit
back afterwards and think “that was bloody good fun!” “ –
Confessions of a Reviewer
Sales links:
Paperback out of print
Mr Robespierre
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Godbomb!

Author: Kit Power
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 28th September 2015

Somebody wants answers.

North Devon, England. 1995. A born-again revival meeting in a
public building. The usual mix of the faithful, the curious, and
the desperate. And one other – an atheist suicide bomber. He's
angry. He wants answers. And if God doesn't come and talk to
him personally, he's going to kill everyone in the building...

“A brilliant idea, flawlessly executed.” – Brian Keene, horror
grandmaster
“Edgy, dark and incredibly poignant.” – Duncan Ralston, author
of Woom and Ghostland
“An impressive début.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror

Sales links:
Godbomb!

Also by the author:
Breaking Point (Sinister Horror Company)
The Finite (Black Shuck Books)

Horroroboros

Author: J. R. Park, Duncan P.
Bradshaw & Daniel Marc Chant
Cover: Daniel Marc Chant
First Published: 26th October 2015

Freakshows and psychic, love and death, curses and
shapeshifting animal men.
To celebrate Halloween 2015, Daniel Marc Chant, Duncan P.
Bradshaw & J. R. Park collaborated for the first time, and all
hell broke loose.
Respected authors of horror fiction in their own rights and
each with a distinctively different style, find out the warped
results of their collective imagination in Horroroboros.

Released for 2 weeks over Halloween 2015 as an ebook, and
four hardback copies released at Halloween 2016. This title is
no longer in publication.
This book contains:
The story Horroroboros
Notes on the making of Horroroboros
An interview with each author
First chapter previews of The Exchange (Park), Hexagram
(Bradshaw) and Devil Kickers (Chant)

Sales links:
Limited edition now out of print.

Also by the author:
n/a

Bitey Bachman

Author: Kayleigh Marie Edwards
Cover: Daniel Marc Chant
First Published: 29th January 2016

Brian, a regular guy (despite his love of a certain musical), just
wants to finish up his long and weird night at work in peace.
Unfortunately, life has other plans for him. Working at a
mental institution for the criminally insane can be a bit chaotic
on a normal day, but on this particular night, Brian finds that
things get a bit out of hand. A hysterical patient here, the jab
of the wrong needle there, and all hell breaks loose. Shortstaffed, expecting a useless trainee any minute, and obligated
to work overtime to help out his peach of a boss, Brian isn’t
having the best of nights. Things only get worse when a body
goes missing and certain individuals get a bit bitey. Luckily, the
trainee turns up just in time...To render him unconscious.
Luckily for Brian, this is the night he’s always been planning for.

“Kayleigh Marie Edwards packs a great deal into this short
story, great characters that rise above their genre stock
heritage thanks to some wonderful witty dialogue and selfreferential actions. This is a clever well written story that is
sure to raise a smile on the face of even the most hardened of
zombie fans.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror on Bitey Bachman.

Sales links:
Ebook out of print. Now collected in Corpsing

Also by the author:
Corpsing (Sinister Horror Company)

Celebrity Culture

Author: Duncan P. Bradshaw
Cover: April Guadiana
First Published: 29th February 2016

It's the thirteenth annual Lou Gehrig awards. Four B-list
celebrity virologists vie to claim the Locked In Syndrome cup
and get mulched down to form their disease for mass
distribution.
A disease hipster takes centre stage on a night when a blast
from the past threatens to turn his ordered, pus filled life
upside down. In order to blow open a deep-rooted conspiracy,
he must team up with a disgraced one time child star who
wants another shot at the big time, and clear his sullied name.
Together, they’re going to show people the real meaning of a
meltdown.
"I have never read anything like this, and don't think I'll ever
encounter another writer with the ability to write like this.
This book is the very definition of the word 'metaphor', is very
clever, and totally hilarious." - Kayleigh Marie Edwards, author
of Bitey Bachman
"Remember, you’ve now willingly plunged yourself into the
mind of Duncan P. Bradshaw. You’re completely at the mercy
of his strange imagination and all the eccentric oddities that
his curious mind can conjure up. Indeed, it quickly becomes
apparent that the only way you’ll be able to wade through the
veritable quagmire of lunacy is by simply succumbing to the
madness." - DLS Reviews
Sales links:
Title no longer published by Sinister Horror Company.
Available from EyeCue Productions
Celebrity Culture
Also by the author:
Cannibal Nuns from Outer Space!
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

The Bad Game

Author: Adam Millard
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 2nd May 2016

You don't play it...it plays you.
Hemsby is thriving; a seaside town on the up. The
holidaymakers are flooding in, and so is the money. For the
majority of those who live there, the resort is idyllic.
But not for Jamie Garrett. Fifteen years old and bored to tears,
Hemsby is the last place he wants to be. Aside from the
occasional sea rescue, nothing exciting ever happens.
That's about to change as a mysterious new game arrives at
the beachfront arcade. No one knows of its origin, or the rules
of the game, but soon, it is the talk of the resort, attracting
children far and wide with its complex game-play and surreal
graphics.
When the children of the resort become the perpetrators of
uncharacteristic and brutal violence, Jamie realizes that it is a
side-effect of the game and sets out to pull the plug on the
machine before it is too late.
Dare you play The Bad Game?
“Like easy to read horror? Fun Horror? Horror in the classic
style of Richard Laymon? Horror that will make you cringe,
squirm and squeak? Just buy this and thank me later.” –
Confessions of a Reviewer
“This one’s just so much fun. From start to finish it packs in
the cheesy 80’s style pulp horror; soaking the floor in blood
and black shit as the violence erupts around you.” – DLS
Reviews
Sales links:
Title no longer in print.
Also by the author:
Adam Millard amazon author page

Prime Directive

Author: Duncan P. Bradshaw
Cover: Duncan P. Bradshaw
First Published: 30th May 2016

What secrets lie beneath the red planet? What befell the
planet and caused it to be a barren wasteland? This sci fi
horror novella, follows six astronauts as they prepare to
complete their mission and head for home. Yet something has
unfinished business...
The crew of the first manned mission to Mars, are in the final
days of their expedition before they head home. Shamed by a
lack of discoveries and humiliated by her colleagues, geologist
Dana Fischerman heads out to the Galle crater, eager to find
something to make her own legacy. What she uncovers will not
only threaten the safety of her colleagues, but also everyone
back on Earth.
"A perfect mixture of sci-fi and horror this story plants the
seed of fear in your head and makes it grow and grow until
you close the book." - Confessions of a Reviewer
"Prime Directive is filled with some fantastic comic situations
and a premise that will rock your socks off." - 2 Book Lovers
Reviewers
Sales links:
Title no longer published by Sinister Horror Company.
Available from EyeCue Productions
Prime Directive
Also by the author:
Cannibal Nuns from Outer Space!
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

The Black Room Manuscripts Volume
Two

Author: Various
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 9th July 2016

Some words are born in shadows. Some tales told only in
whispers.
Under the paper-thin veneer of our sanity is a world where
terrors lurk in the dark. A world that exists, hidden just beyond
in plain sight, waiting to consume you should you dare stray
from the street-lit paths that sedate our fears.
For centuries The Black Room has stored stories of these
encounters, suppressing the knowledge of the rarely seen;
protecting the civilised world from its own dark realities. This
anthology contains twenty masterful tales of the macabre
from the twisted minds of a new breed of horror author.
The Black Room holds many secrets. Dare you enter… again?

Featuring Shaun Hutson, Graham Masterton, Laura Mauro,
William Meikle, Lindsey Goddard, Matt Shaw, Sam Stone, Rich
Hawkins, Jasper Bark, J R Park, Duncan P Bradshaw, Daniel
Marc Chant, Lily Childs, Nathan Robinson, Jack Rollins, Dani
Brown, Dr Lynne Campbell, Paul M Feeney, Rebecca S Lazaro,
Tim Clayton, Stuart Park, Chris Hall & Howard Gorman.

“Would it be a case of lightning striking twice? Well, the
answer would be an emphatic “yes.””– Ginger Nuts of Horror

Sales links:
The Black Room Manuscripts Volume Two
Also by the author:
n/a

Breaking Point

Author: Kit Power
Cover: Jorge Wiles & Vincent Hunt
First Published: 16th July 2016

Breaking Point: The Lifeline Trilogy & Genesis, the prequel to
Godbomb!
A cyclist is knocked unconscious on his way home and wakes
up in a nightmare…
A devoted husband begins to suspect all is not well with his
marriage…
A desperate family man, running out of time and options,
turns to an old schoolmate from the wrong side of the tracks –
looking for work – any work…
A young man’s world is thrown into chaos as his father is
abducted…
Four tales of people pushed to breaking point.
“One of the best novellas I’ve had the pleasure to read.”
Duncan Ralston, author of ‘Salvage’ & ‘Woom’
“A sliver of sheer brutality and nastiness that is unbridled.”
John Boden, author of ‘Dominoes’
“Power gets splatterpunk in a way that few do.” Bracken
Macleod, author of ‘Stranded’ and ‘Mountain Home’
Sales links:
Breaking Point
Also by the author:
Godbomb! (Sinister Horror Company)
The Finite (Black Shuck Books)

Hexagram

Author: Duncan P. Bradshaw
Cover: Mike McGee
First Published: 25th July 2016

*** Their lands plagued by invaders, the Inca resort to an
ancient ritual. By harvesting star dust from people, they hope
to accumulate enough to raise the sun god, Inti, and reclaim
their lands. Yet when the collection is interrupted, it sets in
motion events which will rattle human history. Six stories. Six
different time periods. One outcome. ***
We are all made of stars.
When an ancient Inca ritual is interrupted, it sets in motion a
series of events that will echo through five hundred years of
human history. Many seek to use the arcane knowledge for
their own ends, from a survivor of a shipwreck, through to a
suicide cult.
Yet...the most unlikeliest of them all will succeed.
"A rip-roaring boy's own adventure yarn. This novel contains
multitudes, and the sheer scale and breadth of the story is
exhilarating. A glorious unhinged thrill ride." - Kit Power,
author of GodBomb!

"Hexagram is a visceral journey through the dark nooks and
crannies of human history. Lovecraftian terror merges with
blood sacrifice, suicide cults and body horror as Bradshaw
weaves an intricate plot into an epic tale of apocalyptic
dread." - Rich Hawkins, author of The Last Plague trilogy
Sales links:
Title no longer published by Sinister Horror Company.
Available from EyeCue Productions
Hexagram
Also by the author:
Cannibal Nuns from Outer Space!
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Marked

Author: Stuart Park
Cover: Jorge Wiles & Stuart Park
First Published: 6th August 2016

Venus and her sister planet concludes their 3,000 year cycle.
Stargazers amass to witness this once-in-a-lifetime event, but
not Mark, his life is about to change.
Mark's chance encounter with the cold but intangibly-carnal
Kiko sets him plummeting into free-fall. Kim, his emphatic but
emotionally-charged wife moonlights with a shadowy
organisation whose intentions are far from transparent. She
needs to blame someone for the disappearance of their
daughter twenty years ago. No solace is offered by her
egocentric therapist who's engrossed in his own agenda.
Plagued by visions, Mark struggles to maintain his grip on
reality and descends into a vividly-violent web of darkness. As
Mark's world spirals beyond his control, it's quite possible this
cycle will not end smoothly.
"This, for want of better words is an absolute head fuck of a
book that will tie your brain up in Gordian knots trying to
decipher what it is all about.“ – Ginger Nuts of Horror
"Think David Lynch meets 'Falling Down' (1993), with a strange
Japanese underworld twist on the whole thing. Yeah - it's that
much of a damn quirky read." – DLS Reviews
“If you enjoy a challenging read then this is the novella for you.
It's a little like being inside a washing machine and it took me
out of my reading comfort zone, but, after all, isn't that what
we want dark fiction to do?“ – Grim Reader Reviews
Sales links:
Marked
Also by the author:
n/a

Aimee Bancroft and the Singularity
Storm

Author: Daniel Marc Chant
First Published: 28th August 2016

While attempting to be the first woman to cross the Atlantic
Ocean, seasoned adventurer Aimee Bancroft is caught in a
strange and otherworldly storm that opens a portal to another
world.
An undersea world of warring races, ancient prophecies and
wonder. Desperate to find a way back home Aimee becomes
embroiled with a species’ desperate struggle for survival
against an ancient menace and takes the fight to them.

“Wonderful writing that really does take you away to another
world.” – Confessions of a Reviewer
“A whirlwind adventure from the depths of the seas to the far
flung reaches of the universe that feels like Chant channeling
the spirit of Edgar Rice Burroughs in a tremendously exciting
slice of pulp science fiction. Excellent stuff” – George Anderson

Sales links:
Aimee Bancroft & the Singularity Storm

Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

The Exchange

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: Sam Lindup
First Published: 3rd September 2016

Unemployed and out of ideas, Jake and his friends head into
town for something to do.
But before long they are in over their heads.
Determined to get their friend back from the clutches of a
lethal and shadowy group, the teenagers find themselves in
possession of an object with mysterious powers.
With their sanity crumbling amidst a warping reality, the gang
are cornered on a wasteland in the middle of the city, caught
in a bloodthirsty battle between criminal underlords, religious
sects and sadistic maniacs.
Nightmares become reality as the stakes begin to rise. Who
will have the upper hand and who will survive this deadly
encounter as they bargain for their lives in this most deadly
exchange.
“Let Park drag you into a world of violence, conflict, ruthless
vengeance and desperately heroic actions, as mankind blindly
edges towards utter annihilation. Oh yeah, it’s that good!” –
DLS Reviews

“The book is at its best when people are dying in
extraordinarily gruesome ways, being tormented by fantastical
visions or being transformed into monsters. There’s a level of
detail & originality in the descriptions that sets the writing
apart from that of others in the current horror field.” – John
McNee, author of Prince of Nightmares
Sales links:
The Exchange
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

King Carrion

Author: Rich Hawkins
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 17th September 2016

FROM BRITISH FANTASY NOMINATED AUTHOR RICH HAWKINS
In a town in southern England, people are going missing.
Mason, a homeless ex-con, arrives in the town to beg his wife
for a second chance and atone for past mistakes.
A vampire god once worshipped by ancient Britons has
awoken from hibernation and plans to turn Great Britain into a
vampire isle. But first, people of the town must be converted,
and the gospel spread.
Within a week, the town is quarantined by the military, and
the nights belong to the undead.
There will be no escape for the survivors.
“King Carrion is without a doubt one of the best vampire
stories I have read in recent years. Blockbuster action set
pieces mixed with a melancholic personal story, and a hero
that couldn't be more of an antihero if he tried makes for a
novella that is worthy to stand proudly with the time
honoured classic of the genre.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
“A punchy tale featuring some excellent set pieces and a
human protagonist with all sorts of problems both natural and
unnatural. When the action comes, it’s frantic stuff; gripping
and visceral, just the way we like it.” – Grim Reader Reviews
Sales links:
King Carrion
Also by the author:
Manic Gods (Sinister Horror Company)
Black Star, Black Sun (Black Shuck Books)
The Cold (Horrific Tales)

Into Fear

Author: Daniel Marc Chant
Cover: Drink Draw / 77 Studios
First Published: 1st October 2016

From Daniel Marc Chant, author of Mr. Robespierre, comes 22
tales of despair and dread. Zombies, Godless beasts, Eldritch
horrors, serial killers and more lurk between its pages in wait
to lure you into dreams, into nightmares, INTO FEAR!
Featuring a Foreword by Tim Dedopolus, author and co-owner
of Ghostwoods Books.
22 stories - Dreadmill, Gamarada Rock, Be Nimble, A Class of
their Own, The Heartstone, Ball of Thread, Isophase Light, Le
Ciel De Chocolat, Yo-Ho-Oh-No!, Daryl Duncan, Head Librarian,
In the Bleak Midwinter, Continuity and Permanence, Good
Morning Mr. Murray, Bait Box, Conductive Salts, Zabobon,
Titanomachy, The Beast of Bowline Moor, Shunned Stew
House Special, The Ring of Karnak and The Royal.

Afterword by critically acclaimed author Thomas S Flowers.

“Every author reaches a point where they come of age. To me
Daniel Marc Chant has reached that point with Into Fear. He
has proved that he is an extremely versatile writer with the
variation in stories in this collection.” – Confessions of a
Reviewer
Sales links:
Into Fear
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

One Girl Army

Author: Daniel Marc Chant
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 23rd January 2017

You’ve done everything right. So what happens now? Seven
basic emotions are recognised throughout the world:
happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger, disgust and
contempt. Some can give us the life we always wanted. Others
can destroy us.
Fresh out of her degree, Chloe Jackson is utterly lost. Her
career is a non-starter, her family aren’t much help and her
boyfriend may not be her boyfriend after all. With a head full
of questions and no job in sight, she can’t help but wonder
where she wandered off track. Why did she give up her art,
why is everything she knew falling to pieces, and who can she
rely on? Desperate, she visits the doctor, and is given two
things: a handful of pills and an appointment with a therapist.
Sceptical but out of options, she takes a deep breath and
knocks at the door. In each session, Chloe must face,
understand and own one of her basic feelings. And as the
feelings transform to monstrous representations of herself and
the meetings take on the guise of battles, she must move and
adapt anew each time, trying not to lose herself entirely. Can
she make it out into the light?
With nods to the gameplay of Scott Pilgrim vs. the World and
the altered reality of Requiem for a Dream, One Girl Army is a
story of grit. It’s about one girl looking her enemies in the eye,
and whispering, “Come at me”.
Title only available via Amazon
Sales links:
One Girl Army amazon page
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

The Offering (2nd ed.)

Author: J. R. Park & Daniel Marc
Chant
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 4th February 2017

The Offering: An Introduction To The Sinister Horror Company.
Nine tales of terror have been placed on the sacrificial alter for
your pleasure.
From devilish genies to decomposing whores to space stations
under siege, be prepared to take a walk through the dark
imaginations of Daniel Marc Chant and J. R. Park.
The Offering features the following short stories
Soft Centred, Fear Is Seldom Silent, The Incident, Easter Hunt &
Contacts by J. R. Park.
The Last Of Vincent Hunt, The Beast Of Bowline Moor, Ultra &
Which Of The Favours Will You Deny? by Daniel Marc Chant.
This title was originally given away to subscribers to the
mailing list as an ebook and sold only directly through the
Sinister Horror Company website or at their trading stands.
The Offering also featured an introduction by George
Anderson.
The title is now out of print.
Sales links:
Book out of print.
Also by the authors:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Postal

Author: J. R. Park & Matt Shaw
Cover: Michael Bray
First Published: 11th April 2017

It was a bold move, an initiative by a truly inspirational leader.
The scheme was a simple one. Each month a letter would be
sent to selected people; thirteen in total. Within that month
the receiver of the letter was given the lawful right to kill one
person. It didn’t matter who it was or how they did it. The
receiver granted the right to commit murder with no legal
consequences.
Each month people wondered whether this time they’d be
randomly selected. Whether they’d be chosen to make their
lives that little bit easier by killing the person who was making
it unnecessarily harder.

“These two authors created the ultimate lottery in the form of
violence beyond anything I have ever come across before.” –
DS & JM Reviews
“Postal comes across almost like the bastard lovechild of Grand
Guignol and a comedic farce; interspersed amongst the
gleefully creative and graphic deaths is a healthy injection of
jet black sardonic humour and sharp slices of social
commentary.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
Postal
Also by the authors:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)
Matt Shaw ETSY page.

The Chocolateman

Author: Jonathan Butcher
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 22nd April 2017

The Chocolateman: a short story by Jonathan Butcher
“There was a rhyme that some of them said the Chocolateman
had whispered to them through the pipes: I’m the one who
eats your food, after you’ve digested it …”
“Please stop.”
“My aim is never to be rude – just to eat your rich chocolate
…”
“Please, I don’t like it.”
“I’m the Chocolateman, you know, I take my time but I’m
never slow…”
“I beg you. No more.”
“Kreb’s the name, called one, two, three. Take a dump and
there I’ll be.”
The Sinister Horror Company invites you to wade through the
filth of this short story as Jonathan Butcher introduces us to
the foulest, most perverse horror villain of the modern age.
“A visceral, gut punching short story that will leave you sick to
the stomach but craving more.” – George Anderson
“Above all else, the (literally) filthy scenes and the gruesome
descriptions, this is a very effective and very creepy short
story.” – Thomas Joyce
Sales links:
The Chocolateman
Also by the author:
What Good Girls Do (Sinister Horror Company)
Children at the Bottom of the Gardden (Burdizzo Books)

What Good Girls Do

Author: Jonathan Butcher
Cover: Vincent Hunt & Sian JansenBowen
First Published: 13th May 2017

'Like all the best extreme horror, What Good Girls Do leaves
you with the urge to go and bleach your soul after reading...'
Alex Davis, creator of Film Gutter
She lives with no name.
She has never left her room.
All she has ever known is pain and abuse.
Until now.
Today, she will breathe fresh air for the first time, feel sunshine
against her skin and even witness human kindness.
But she has a point to make – a bleak, violent point – and
when she meets her neighbour, Serenity, she finds the perfect
pupil.
Forced to endure a lesson distilled from a nightmarish
existence, Serenity must face unflinching evil, witness the
unspeakable, and question her most deeply-held views, until
at last she has no choice but to fight for her family’s survival.
“This is the coldest, most soul-destroying of horrors. There is
no enjoyment to be garnered from this book. No
entertainment to be sought from the depravities
uncovered. It’s a novel that’ll expose more hurt than you can
imagine. Page by page it peels back your flesh, reaching in
deep and wrenching the fuck out of your insides.” – DLS
Reviews

Sales links:
What Good Girls Do
Also by the author:
The Chocolateman (Sinister Horror Company)
Children at the Bottom of the Gardden (Burdizzo Books)

Corpsing

Author: Kayleigh Marie Edwards
Cover: Michael Bray
First Published: 1st July 2017

“Kayleigh Marie Edwards packs a great deal into this short
story, great characters that rise above their genre stock
heritage thanks to some wonderful witty dialogue and selfreferential actions. This is a clever well written story that is
sure to raise a smile on the face of even the most hardened of
zombie fans.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror on Bitey Bachman.
Kayleigh Marie Edwards has been entertaining and chilling
audiences with her own eclectic mix of horror and comedy.
Now, for the first time, this popular author has collected her
works together, reviewing and revising each one to bring you
the definitive versions of her unique tales.
From murderous children to nightmarish trips to an ill-fated
zombie apocalypse, Corpsing will send you running for the light
switch, but smiling as you do it.
Featuring the stories: Bitey Bachman, Bits and Bobs, Siren,
Now You See Them, Skin, ‘S’ Day, Barry’s Last Day & ’Twas The
Night Before Christmas.
“She has a strong and at times grisly imagination.” – Sc Fi &
Scary
“Kayleigh nails comedy; she also nails horror and is adept at
combining the two.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
Corpsing
Also by the author:
n/a

Death

Author: Paul Kane
Cover: Les Edwards & Vincent Hunt
First Published: 15th July 2017

One man seeks desperately to understand what lies beyond,
by searching for a particular face – while another returns to
fight crime in his old city. Someone at the end of their tether
contemplates the many ways in which to end it all, even as
someone else defies all the laws of nature to come back from
the grave. And as a deadly disease threatens to wipe out the
population, four legendary figures meet for a final drink in a
pub at the end of the world… It’s a subject not many of us
want to talk about, but will all have to face at some point, and
the characters in this very special collection do so in various
ways: whether be as a person, a choice, or even as revenge.

So join award-winning and bestselling author Paul Kane
(Monsters, Sherlock Holmes and the Servants of Hell) as he
takes a look at Death from every angle. Complete with the
script for the play version of ‘One for the Road’, an
introduction from the author of The Beauty of Murder and
Jonathan Dark or The Evidence of Ghosts, A.K. Benedict.
‘Paul Kane is a first-rate storyteller, never failing to marry his
insights into the world and its anguish with the pleasures of
phrases eloquently turned.’ (Clive Barker – Bestselling author
of The Hellbound Heart)
“If you are in the market for a remarkably well rounded and
enjoyable collection of quality fiction, open your arms and
embrace “Death.” You will not be disappointed!” – George
Anderson
Sales links:
Book no longer in print

Also by the author:
The Spirits of Christmas (Black Shuck Books)
The Life Cycle (Black Shuck Books)

Mad Dog

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 19th August 2017

“You don’t need my expert opinion of the esoteric to know
there was something very, very wrong with him.” - Father
Matthews
Mad Dog Mooney was a ghost story. A legend that spooked
even the most hardened of criminals. But when he came to
Darkdale prison he proved all too real.
The inmates are shell shocked by his arrival and rumours
persist of his strange behaviour, whilst accusations of
cannibalism from the media are not forgotten.
As tensions grow amongst the prison population, a jail break is
planned to take place under the ethereal glow of a full moon.
Mad Dog is an oral history, a compilation of testimonies from
witnesses to the atrocity that befell Darkdale prison.
“With ‘Mad Dog’ Park’s really tapped into something special. A
raw and urgent horror that comes gnashing its teeth at you
from all angles. This Park at the top of his game. At the
absolute best we’ve seen him at. You need this book.” – DLS
Reviews
“I felt like a magician watching a fellow illusionist perform a
trick in such an engaging way that it shut off the part of my
brain hungry to understand his methods.” – Ginger Nuts of
Horror
Sales links:
Mad Dog

Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Forest Underground

Author: Lydian Faust
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 19th August 2017

Luna was lost.
Hospitalized following an incident in a local grocery store, she
finds herself volunteered for treatment by the brilliant
psychiatrist, Dr Sizemore.
As the doctor’s interest in her new patient grows, Luna reveals
shocking details of her past. Ailing grandmothers, seductive
strangers and a blood-soaked childhood are only the tip of the
iceberg as her revelations paint a picture more akin to a
twisted and nightmare-fuelled fairy-tale.
Detailing this case for the publication of a book, Dr Sizemore’s
fascination reveals a dark history of her own. One that
continues to haunt her to the present day.

The pair take a journey, twisting and turning through the
labyrinths of their psyches. Through lands, fertile with anguish
and dread.
Join them if you dare, to a place where glowing eyes are
forever watching, lurking in the shadows of this internal
woodland; of this forest underground.
“In the end much of the book feels like a fresh new fairy tale.
Unsettling, bloody, timeless and haunting. I enjoyed every
blood-soaked, horrific page.” – Sci Fi & Scary
“What a way to announce yourself on the indie horror scene!”
– Thomas Joyce
Sales links:
Forest Underground
Also by the author:
n/a

Devil Kickers

Author: Vincent Hunt & Daniel Marc
Chant
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 31st October 2017

Freelance exorcists Chris and Peter Idol have seen a lot in their
time. From bell-book-and-candle jobs for the Catholic Church
to their own mother’s fatal possession, the brothers know a
demon when they see one. They’re the best at what they do,
and it beats working in a call centre.
But everyone meets their match eventually, and when the
Idols are called to a baffling case involving a young girl, they
realise the Good Book just isn’t going to cut it. Accompanied
by Sister Sarah, the most fearsome nun bar none, they set out
to do what any right-minded exorcist would do: make it up as
they go along.
Sadly for the brothers, this is no ordinary demon. Freed by the
half-cooked rite, Satan himself takes over the entire town. As
the citizens turn as one against the crew, they must team up
with a group of local students to try and get things under
control. Will they get them out of bed in time? Can they beat
the Prince of Darkness himself? And will ‘get thee behind me’
ever stop being funny?
With nods to Invasion of the Body Snatchers, From Dusk Till
Dawn and Shaun of the Dead, Devil Kickers is a diabolically
dark comedy and is a unique collaboration between horror
author Daniel Marc Chant and comic creator Vincent Hunt.
“What’s not to like about a story that serves up demonic
ducks, possessed doom metallers and sprinting nuns alongside
a legion of fallen souls thirsting for revenge?” – Ginger Nuts of
Horror

Sales links:
Book out of print
Also by the authors:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Death Dreams In A Whorehouse

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: Jorge Wiles
First Published: 4th November 2017

“I might as well get straight to the point here - this is a frigging
superb short story! Think Eli Roth’s ‘Hostel’ (2005) meets
Edward Lee’s ‘The Chosen’ (1993), crossed with a Clive Barker
style search for the ultimate sensual thrill. Wrap that all up in a
fast-paced, tightly-written and incredibly atmospheric short
story – and you’ve got yourself one hell of an entertaining
read,” wrote DLS reviews about Clandestine Delights, one of
the stories featured in this volume.
Death Dreams in a Whorehouse collects nine blood-soaked
tales of terror and intrigue from the mind of J. R. Park; a mind
that Scream magazine described as ‘one of the darkest places
in the universe’.
Containing the stories Treats, Mandrill, Connors, Clandestine
Delights, Head Spin, The Svalbard Horror, Screams In The
Night, The Festering Death and I Love You.

“Exceptionally imaginative. Executed to perfection. But that’s
Park all over.” – DLS Reviews

Sales links:
Death Dreams In A Whorehouse
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Death Dreams at Christmas

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: Jorge Wiles
First Published: 25th November 2017

J. R. Park lends his particular brand of new-wave pulp horror to
the festive season, with twelve twisted tales of yuletide terror.
From ghosts to psycho-Santas to killer nativity scenes, the
turkey’s not the only thing that’s getting served.
Featuring the stories: Once A Year, The Girl With The Reindeer
Tattoo, Christmas Wrath, A Christmas Tradition, Black Aura,
Fragmented, Behold All The Angels, A Touch Of Frost, Dear
Constance, The Thirteenth Day and The Wassailer.
Also containing A Demon In Santa, written by the author when
he was ten years old.
‘J. R. Park is a much needed shot in the arm for gritty pulp
horror.’ – DLS Reviews

“Ho-Ho-Holy shit this one’s a fun read.” – DLS Reviews
“Reading this has become one of my favourite Christmas
traditions.” – Tracy Fahey, author of New Music For Old Rituals.

Sales links:
Death Dreams At Christmas
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Literary Nasties

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: J. R. Park
First Published: 26th January 2018

‘J.R. Park has written one of the most painfully twisted books I
have ever had the pleasure of reading.’
‘His mind must be one of the darkest places in the universe.’
‘An absolute masterclass in gut-wrenchingly violent horror.’
‘This book affected me deeply, I can’t shake it off.’
These were just some of the quotes taken from reviews of J. R.
Park’s first four novellas.
Now Terror Byte, Punch, Upon Waking and The Exchange are
collected in one volume.
Enjoy the deviant delights and squalid treats found in these
literary nasties.

Collecting together J. R. Park’s first four books

Sales links:
Literary Nasties
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

The Black Room Manuscripts Volume
Three

Author: Various
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 24th February 2018

Some words are born in shadows. Some tales told only in
whispers.
Under the paper-thin veneer of our sanity is a world where
terrors lurk in the dark. A world that exists, hidden just beyond
in plain sight, waiting to consume you should you dare stray
from the street-lit paths that sedate our fears.

For centuries The Black Room has stored stories of these
encounters, suppressing the knowledge of the rarely seen;
protecting the civilised world from its own dark realities. This
anthology contains twenty masterful tales of the macabre
from the twisted minds of a new breed of horror author.
The Black Room holds many secrets. Dare you enter… for a
third time?
Featuring Paul Tremblay, Adam L. G. Nevill, Guy N Smith, David
Moody, Ray Cluley, Michael Bray, Paul Kane, Chris Kelso &
Preston Grassmann, Phil Sloman, Daniel Marc Chant, J. R. Park,
Anthony Watson, Glenn Rolfe, Orrin Grey, Andrew Hook, Lex H
Jones, Linda Angel, C C Adams, Lydian Faust, Ash Hartwell,
James Jobling, Andrew Freudenberg, Kerry Lipp, Jonathan
Butcher, Jack Bantry, Adrian Shotbolt & Mark Adams.
“It’s an interesting and well-informed read that not only gets
you pondering horror as a whole, but also stirs up a kind of
protective-love for the genre and its community.” – DLS
Reviews
Sales links:
The Black Room Manuscripts Volume Three
Also by the author:
n/a

The Unheimlich Manoeuvre

Author: Tracy Fahey
Cover: J. R. Park
First Published: 16th March 2018

The Unheimlich Manoeuvre explores the psychological horror
that occurs when home is subverted as a place of safety, when
it becomes surreal, changes and even disappears…
In these stories, a coma patient wakes to find herself replaced
by a doppelgänger, a ghost state reflects doubles of both
houses and inhabitants, a suburban enclave takes control of its
trespassers, and a beaten woman exacts revenge.

Just as the Heimlich Manoeuvre restores order, health and
well-being, The Unheimlich Manoeuvre does quite the
opposite.
This new edition contains revised versions of the original
stories and a brand new tale, Something Nasty In The
Woodshed.

"A modern-day gothic whose Kafkaesque otherworldly stories
are beautifully disturbing." - Lol Tolhurst, The Cure
“It is, quite simply, pure art, and we can only wonder what
works this writer will produce in the coming years.” – This Is
Horror

“This a very assured first collection…. Although there are
twists, Tracy Fahey never plays for cheap shocks.” – Priya
Sharma, Shirley Jackson Award winner
Sales links:
The Unheimlich Manoeuvre
Also by the author:
The Girl In The Fort (Fox Spirit)
New Music For Old Rituals (Black Shuck Books)

A Pocket Guide To The Sinister Horror
Company

Author: Various
Cover: J. R. Park & Vincent Hunt
First Published: 26th May 2018

Welcome to the Sinister Horror Company, a publisher with one
goal: to release quality and original horror fiction.
Since its inception in 2015, they have steadily built a brand of
good looking products and great writing.
This pocket sized guide collects all the authors in one volume,
each one offering a piece of micro-fiction.

“What company co-founder, author and editor Justin Park has
put together here is not a mere gathering of ‘taster’ extracts
but an original, enormously impressive and indeed inspiring
collection of self-contained micro-fictions.” – Ginger Nuts of
Horror

Sales links:
Currently out of print and being updated.

Also by the author:
n/a

Maniac Gods

Author: Rich Hawkins
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 14th July 2018

One rainy night in Penbrook, Albie Samways’ family
disappeared along with the rest of the village’s population,
spirited away by unknown forces. In those abandoned streets
and houses he encountered hellish creatures, madness and
death, ending in a confrontation with the sadistic Doctor
Ridings and his cultists.
He barely made it out alive.
Five years later, he lives in a squalid bedsit, miserable and
heartbroken, suffering from nightmares and visions of
monstrous things. He mourns. He mourns for his daughter,
Milly, most of all. Then one day she returns. However she is
not the same girl he once knew, and tells him about terrible
places, thin places, where gods and monsters reside in the
darkness, waiting to enter our world.
But there is worse to come. Doctor Ridings and his followers
are back, and they have plans for her. Horrific plans of black
magic and sacrifice. With no other option, Albie and Milly are
forced to go on the run, beginning an epic chase across the
country.
He is all that stands between the monsters and his little girl.
“For decades we have been going on about Lovecraftian or
Cosmic Horror , in an ideal world we should be referring to it
as Hawkinsian Horror such is Hawkins talent for writing cosmic
horror that matters.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
Maniac Gods
Also by the author:
King Carrion (Sinister Horror Company)
Black Star, Black Sun (Black Shuck Books)
The Cold (Horrific Tales)

Hell Ship

Author: Benedict J. Jones
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 1st August 2018

1944, The Malacca Straights; Blood slicks the deck of a
Japanese ship as a terrible ritual is enacting to aid the failing
Imperial Forces against the Allies. The ritual rends the very
fabric of our world giving access to another realm beyond the
ken of man.

Nine survivors from the torpedoed Empire Carew are left adrift
in a lifeboat but after weeks in the water they find haven on an
abandoned ship they find floating in a strange fog – The
Shinjuku Maru.
Nine souls are heading straight for hell.

The Shinjuku Maru has been there before…
“A combination of clear, uncomplicated prose, authentic
dialogue and well-paced plot makes this such an easy book to
breeze through in a sitting or two. A solidly crafted and
enjoyably pulpy yarn in which tension is king, and a strong
addition to the Sinister Horror Company’s oeuvre.” – Laura
Mauro, British Fantasy Award winner.
“It’s a novella that feeds you into a churning wheel of
escalating horror, capitalising on the author’s strengths at
creating a truly terrifying atmosphere each step of the way. ” –
DLS Reviews
Sales links:
Hell Ship

Also by the author:
Slaughter Beach (Dark Minds Press)

The Black Room Manuscripts Volume
Four

Author: Various
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 20th October 2018

Some words are born in shadows. Some tales told only in
whispers.
Under the paper-thin veneer of our sanity is a world where
terrors lurk in the dark. A world that exists, hidden just beyond
in plain sight, waiting to consume you should you dare stray
from the street-lit paths that sedate our fears.
For centuries The Black Room has stored stories of these
encounters, suppressing the knowledge of the rarely seen;
protecting the civilised world from its own dark realities. This
anthology contains twenty masterful tales of the macabre
from the twisted minds of a new breed of horror author.

The Black Room holds many secrets. Dare you enter… one final
time?
Featuring Ramsey Campbell, V. H. Leslie, Gary McMahon, Tracy
Fahey, J. L. George, Margrét Helgadóttir, K. A. Laity, Mark West,
Terry Grimwood, Daniel Marc Chant, J. R. Park, Duncan P.
Bradshaw, James Everington, Marie O’Regan, John McNee,
Benedict J. Jones, C. L. Raven, Simon Avery, Hannah Kate,
Penny Jones, Mark Cassell, Erik Hofstatter, Stephen Bacon,
Elizabeth Davis, Michael David Wilson & Jim Mcleod.
“Do yourself a favor and give some of your time for a deep and
heavy book that will entertain and open your mind to
narrative possibilities you may have never considered before.”
– Ginger Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
The Black Room Manuscripts Volume Four
Also by the author:
n/a

Sinister Horror Company Annual

Author: Various
Cover: Jorge Wiles
First Published: 31st October 2018

The Sinister Horror Company are proud to present their
Annual.
A first for the adult reading horror audience, featuring short
stories, comic strips, and puzzles all with a Sinister Horrortheme.

This collection's hardback presentation and contents hark back
to the nostalgic Annuals of your childhood.
It contains stories and articles by:
J. R. Park, Daniel Marc Chant, Duncan P. Bradshaw, Tracy
Fahey, Andrew Freudenberg, Lydian Faust, Kayleigh Marie
Edwards, Chris Kelso, Kit Power, Jonathan Bucther, Mark
Cassell & Tim Clayton.

The Annual also features comic strips drawn by Mike McGee,
Jorge Wiles and Chris Hall; photo stories by J. R. Park and
Jonathan Butcher and a series of Lego photoshoots from some
of your favourite Sinister Horror Company characters.

Sales links:
Sinister Horror Company Annual
Also by the author:
n/a

I Dream Of Mirrors

Author: Chris Kelso
Cover: Michael Bray
First Published: 1st February 2019

My bones feel new, brittle. You won’t have heard any
apocryphal stories about me because no one seems to know
anything about me. My body is a sheet of paper from a worn
manuscript, folded into the origami shape of a man. My life
has been stuffed into a satchel and carried to publishers. Its
words are my words.
He has no name. He belongs to no race or nation. He has no
definable personality or allegiance. Only the dead city of
mirrors holds the key.
From the mind of Chris Kelso, author of The Dregs Trilogy,
comes I Dream Of Mirrors; a transgressive, sci-fi horror.
“Chris Kelso writes in a style of broken glass and razor blades,
barbed wire and gasoline.”
– John Langan, author of The Wide, Carnivorous Sky and
Other Monstrous Geographies
“Someday soon people will be naming him as one of their own
influences.”
— INTERZONE magazine
“File this short novel under the “mind-blowing, mind-boggling,
weird horror” category. There. It’s done. Attempting to classify
I Dream of Mirrors is nearly impossible to explain or put into a
genre box.” – Cemetery Dance
“This is an intense and claustrophobic novel that explores the
nature of identity.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
I Dream Of Mirrors

Also by the author:
Dregs Trilogy (Black Shuck Books)

Werewolf Omnibus

Author: Guy N Smith
Cover: Matthew Morris
First Published: 9th March 2019

Are werewolves simply folklore or have they existed at some
stage in the distant past? Lycanthropy is known to be a mental
condition where the sufferer believes himself to be a wolf and
embarks upon a psychotic rampage. So perhaps there’s some
truth in the age-old legends. The Black Hill in South Shropshire
is a dark forest where legend becomes reality. As well as
werewolves seeking human prey, the hills hold tales of the
black dogs. A sighting of these spectral canines is a harbinger
of death. Gordon Hall, the sporting tenant, finds himself
caught up in these ancient horrors and is determined to
destroy them once and for all. Both his life and his soul are at
risk.
Werewolf Omnibus collects together three vintage novels from
the master of pulp horror, Guy N. Smith: Werewolf By
Moonlight (1974), Return Of The Werewolf (1977) and The Son
Of The Werewolf (1978), alongside a new short story, Spawn
Of The Werewolf.
“FANTASTIC collection.. Guy N Smith at his best. If you've never
read pulp books then you gave to give this bloke a go, you
won’t be disappointed.” – Orpheus (Amazon review)
“Completely demented stuff, but true summer reading, or to
kept for cold winter evenings sitting in front of a blazing fire,
with a snacks and a drink nearby.” – Amazon review
Sales links:
Werewolf Omnibus

Also by the author:
The Charnel Caves (Sinister Horror Company)
Sabat 6: The Return (Sinister Horror Company)
Tales From The Graveyard (Sinister Horror Company)

Trying To Be So Quiet & Other Hauntings

Author: James Everington
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 27th April 2019

Trying To Be So Quiet & Other Stories presents three stories
about love, loss and the horror that comes when grief removes
our reason for living from the world.
In ‘The Second Wish’, a son coping with the sudden death of
his parents returns to his childhood home only to find that,
despite everything being familiar, things inside seem
increasingly unreal.

In ‘Damage’ a grieving lover loses all sensation of pain as she
tries to make sense of her enduring grief.
The title story is a novella telling of a husband’s struggle with
the reality of his wife’s death as he remembers their life
together. Although haunted, he struggles to find the ghosts
that assail him as meaningful as the bleak fact that he is now
alone. But that doesn’t stop him seeing them…
"A small, quiet, poignant novella about grief and significance...
No noise, no fuss, just good, honest writing about the things
that matter.“ - Gary McMahon, author of The Grieving Stones
on Trying To Be So Quiet
“An exemplary example of the ability for quiet horror to chill a
reader to the core.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
Trying To Be So Quiet & Other Hauntings
Also by the author:
The Quarantined City (Infinity Plus Books)
Falling Over (Infinity Plus Books)

The Charnel Caves

Author: Guy N Smith
Cover: Vincent Hunt
First Published: 22nd June 2019

In 1975 an army of gigantic crabs, the result of an underwater
nuclear experiment, attacked the Welsh coastline. The battle
was bloody, many lives were lost until the crustacean invaders
were defeated.
Over the ensuing years they turned up in the oceans of the
World with further terrible slaughter of humans. Finally,
though, it was believed that these monsters from the deep had
been eradicated. Only memories of their invasions of land
remained with the older inhabitants, tales of their
depredations on mankind were whispered but often ridiculed
by the modern generations.
Until a few of the survivors returned to the Welsh coast and
began breeding secretly in a maze of caverns beneath the
cliffs, preparing for a further attack on mankind.
“It’s pure unadulterated ‘Creatures vs Mankind’ pulp horror
from an undisputed veteran of the genre. Absolute classic Guy
N Smith.” – DLS Reviews
“A classic Guy N Smith horror story about the giant crabs.” –
Amazon review
“I love these short pulp horror novels and you can’t go wrong
with giant killer crabs.” – Amazon review
Sales links:
The Charnel Caves

Also by the author:
Werewolf Omnibus (Sinister Horror Company)
Sabat 6: The Return (Sinister Horror Company)
Tales From The Graveyard (Sinister Horror Company)

Cannibal Nuns From Outer Space!

Author: Duncan P. Bradshaw
Cover: Adrian Stone
First Published: 13th July 2019

With an encyclopaedic knowledge of cake, and exclusive
access to the church’s stockpile of holy weapons, the Order of
the Crimson Rosary are on the frontline in the eternal war
between good and evil. Whether it’s repelling demonic
possession, judging the authenticity of supposed miracles or
having the final say on the colour of bunting at church fetes,
the organisation's members sacrifice their own freedom to
keep the world safe.
Father Flynn, the top operative in the UK, has been responsible
for a number of recent high profile gaffs. Given an ultimatum,
he must choose between returning to his old job of preserving
the last microfiche machine in the church’s library, or submit
himself for rehabilitation.
Yet evil doesn’t take a ticket and wait in line, as the dreaded
cannibal nuns from outer space land to begin their annual
harvest. Can Flynn get himself sober enough to repel their evil
machinations? Or will another idyllic British village become the
nun’s latest buffet?
One thing’s for certain, to beat them, Father Flynn is going to
have to kick the habit.
“Cannibal Nuns From Outer Space! is like no other book you
will read this year, Bradshaw has done the unthinkable and
delivered a book that is funnier and even more satisfying than
Mr Sucky, which was previously my all time favourite comedy
horror novel.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
Cannibal Nuns from Outer Space!
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Thingy

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: J. R. Park
First Published: 13th July 2019

Thingy - noun - something that is hard to classify or whose
name is unknown or forgotten... and a knob.
This special limited production has been created to celebrate
the release of Duncan P. Bradshaw’s comedy/horror novel
‘Cannibal Nuns From Outer Space’.
J. R. Park delves into the lore of Bradshaw’s story and delivers
a novellette of the flesh-hungry, holy women from another
galaxy.

This special release novelette was limited to 30 copies of the
paperback and no ebooks. It was only available for the first
week of the release of Cannibal Nuns from Outer Space!

Sales links:
Book out of print.

Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

Sabat 6: The Return

Author: Guy N Smith
Cover: Mike McGee
First Published: 6th September 2019

Mark Sabat, ex-priest, SAS-trained killer, exorcist, had been a
man with a dreadful mission for most of his life. His evil
brother, Quentin, had chosen the Left Hand Path and his soul
had haunted Mark.
Finally, Quentin had been destroyed but now Mark faces
another enemy, master criminal The Reaper who is also one of
Satan’s disciples. The Reaper, following his escape from prison,
is bent on revenge on G. N. Strong, the private detective who
had been instrumental in his capture.
Sabat’s role is to protect Strong from a deadly foe who has
supernatural powers.
His enemy is the eternal principle of evil made flesh.

Other titles in the Sabat series (published by Black Hill Books):
Sabat 1: The Graveyard Vultures (1982)
Sabat 2: The Blood Merchants (1982)
Sabat 3: Cannibal Cult (1982)
Sabat 4: The Druid Connection (1983)
Sabat 5: Wistman’s Wood (2018)
Sales links:
Sabat 6: The Return
Also by the author:
Werewolf Omnibus (Sinister Horror Company)
The Charnel Caves (Sinister Horror Company)
Tales From The Graveyard (Sinister Horror Company)

My Dead and Blackened Heart

Author: Andrew Freudenberg
Cover: Xavier Freudenberg & J. R.
Park
First Published: 25th October 2019

14 stories of terror, dread and fatherhood.
From the isolation of space, to the ever-watchful eyes in a
darkening wood, Andrew Freudenberg takes us on a journey
exploring the themes of friendship, fatherhood and loss, as we
pick through the remains of his dead and blackened heart.
Featuring the stories: Something Akin To Despair, A Bitter
Parliament, Charlie’s Turn, Pater in Tenebris, Milkshake, Nose
to the Window, The Cardiac Ordeal, Meat Sweets, Scorch, The
Teppenyaki of Truth, Before The Meat Time, Hope Eternal, The
Last Patrol & Beyond The Book.
A hardback edition featuring 3 additional stories and author
notes for each story was also released.

“This is a solid collection of thoughtful and well written stories
that will either grab your heart and squeeze or kick you where
it hurts.” – George Anderson
“The diverse collection from Andrew Freudenberg, My Dead
and Blackened Heart, spans almost every subgenre of horror,
from quiet, moody pieces, through zombies and folk horror,
right up to two of the most disgustingly nasty stories you ate
likely to read this year.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
Sales links:
My Dead & Blackened Heart
Also by the author:
n/a

The Old One and the Sea

Author: Lex H. Jones
Cover: Liam ‘Pais’ Hill
First Published: 1st November 2019

Howard is a lonely, isolated boy who lives in the run-down
seaside town of Innsmouth. Most of the town’s men left to
fight the Great War and didn’t come back, and those that did,
like Howard’s neighbour Mr Derleth, brought their own scars
and strange stories with them. None quite so strange as what
is about to happen to Howard, however.
An undersea earthquake brings a strange black reef to the
surface just off the coast of Innsmouth, and with it something
else. Something old, and forgotten, and every bit as lonely as
the young boy who discovers it. What follows is a unique and
secret friendship that will change the life of both Howard and
his bizarre new friend forever.
“When I read this book, I realised it had the potential to be
that one special book that you read as a child and carry into
adulthood with you.” – Rebbie Reviews
“The Old One & the Sea is a wonderful, heart-warming tale
about friendship, and not judging someone based on
appearance. This is a perfect introduction to the horror genre
for children, and even a wonderful quick read for adults! The
Old One & the Sea deserves to go down as a classic.” – Kendall
Reviews
Sales links:
The Old One and the Sea
Also by the author:
Nick and Abe (Whiteley Publishing)
The Other Side of the Mirror (Hellbound Books)

Death Dreams In The Dark

Author: J. R. Park
Cover: Jorge Wiles
First Published: 22nd November 2019

“There’s a whole underground ‘Candyman’ (1992) style vibe
whispered throughout the story. Something that taunts you.
Plays with your senses and sets your imagination loose to
explore darkened passages you may not wish to travel down”
writes DLS Reviews on the short story The Ugly, just one of
nine tales from Death Dreams In The Dark: a collection of
haunting stories that seep from the darkness of J. R. Park’s
imagination.
The third in the Death Dream series, this volume explores the
horrors that lurk after hours; the nightmares made real; the
awful truth of the things that go bump (and hack, slash, cackle
and sigh) in the night.

This collection includes the stories Nunight, Halloween Night,
The Darkling, Late Night Caller, Mary, Do What Thou Wilt, The
Ugly, Diamond In The Rough and The Last Horror Story.

“Like a great Lynch film, this is a story best experienced driving
through without a roadmap. Setting your preconceptions too
firmly would likely only serve to detract from the experience. It
was a narrative that had me thinking for long after I got to the
final lines and for much longer after.” – Ginger Nuts of Horror
(for short story ‘The Last Horror Story’)

Sales links:
Death Dreams In The Dark
Also by the author:
Various through Sinister Horror Company (see index)

The Unheimlich Manoeuvre Deluxe Edition

Author: Tracy Fahey
Cover: Justin Park
First Published: 13th March 2020

The Unheimlich Manoeuvre explores the psychological horror
that occurs when home is subverted as a place of safety, when
it becomes surreal, changes and even disappears…
In these stories, a coma patient wakes to find herself replaced
by a doppelgänger, a ghost state reflects doubles of both
houses and inhabitants, a suburban enclave takes control of its
trespassers, and a beaten woman exacts revenge.
Just as the Heimlich Manoeuvre restores order, health and
well-being, The Unheimlich Manoeuvre does quite the
opposite.
This new Deluxe Edition contains Fahey’s essay ‘Creative
Evocations of Uncanny Domestic Spaces,’ five additional
stories, an original print and piece, ‘Remembering Wildgoose
Lodge,’ and complete story notes for all tales featured in this
edition.

Too new for reviews…

Sales links:
The Unheimlich Manoeuvre Deluxe Edition

Also by the author:
The Unheimlich Manoeuvre (Sinister Horror Company)
Unheimlich Manoeuvres In The Dark (Sinister Horror
Company)
The Girl In The Fort (Fox Spirit)
New Music For Old Rituals (Black Shuck Books)

Unheimlich Manoeuvres In The Dark

Author: Tracy Fahey
Cover: Justin Park
First Published: 13th March 2020

Tracy Fahey’s stunning debut collection, The Unheimlich
Manoeuvre, is a book that refuses to stay quiet. Originally
released as a limited edition by Boo Books in 2016, it was
nominated for Best Collection in the 2017 British Fantasy
Society Awards. In 2018 a second edition was published by the
Sinister Horror Company.
In 2020 a further, expanded version, The Unheimlich
Manoeuvre Deluxe Edition, was released with additional
content in terms of fiction, non-fiction and images.
Unheimlich Manoeuvres In The Dark, collects together all of
this additional material: the essay ‘Creative Evocations of
Uncanny Domestic Spaces,’ five new stories, three of which are
published for the first time (‘Haunted By The Ghost,’ ‘That
Thing I Did,’ ‘The Wrong House,’ ‘Possession,’ ‘I Wait For You’),
an original print and piece, ‘Remembering Wildgoose Lodge,’
and complete story notes for all tales featured in the Deluxe
Edition.

Too new for reviews…

Sales links:
Unheimlich Manoeuvres In The Dark
Also by the author:
The Unheimlich Manoeuvre (Sinister Horror Company)
The Unheimlich Manoeuvre Deluxe Edition (Sinister Horror
Company)
The Girl In The Fort (Fox Spirit)
New Music For Old Rituals (Black Shuck Books)

Tales From The Graveyard

Author: Guy N. Smith
Cover: Matthew Morris
First Published: 4th April 2020

Unspeakable horrors lurk within the overgrown cemetery
awaiting any who might venture within after darkness has
fallen.
This is a collection of horror stories originally published in
‘Graveyard Rendezvous’, the Guy N. Smith fanzine, that ran
from 1992 - 2012. They feature mayhem and murder,
cannibals, zombies and spectral beings which lurk in deserted
graveyards during the hours of darkness, and numerous other
blood curdling stories.
This collection also features a brand new story ‘Sabat: The
Robber’s Grave’.

Too new for reviews…

Sales links:
Tales From The Graveyard
Also by the author:
Werewolf Omnibus (Sinister Horror Company)
The Charnel Caves (Sinister Horror Company)
Sabat 6: The Return (Sinister Horror Company)

John McNee’s Doom Cabaret

Author: John McNee
Cover: Allan Black
First Published: 24th April 2020

This is the stage. These are the players.
A young woman’s sexual appetites prove too powerful to be
undone by death.
Hedonistic clubbers covet a drug that warps flesh rather than
the mind.
A wealthy cannibal encounters a meal too beautiful to be
eaten.
The Lullaby Man ushers another eager victim into his
clockwork lair.
Here is where such stories are told.
Blood and beauty, defilement and deformity, musicians and
monsters.
Welcome to the Doom Cabaret.

Too new for reviews…

Sales links:
John McNee’s Doom Cabaret
Also by the author:
Prince of Nightmares (Blood Bound Books)

